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The now-legendary interlude, in which Thai waitress Yesha (Amy-Lynn Choo)
unsuccessfully tries to rouse the Japanese soldiers in her cafe was ''Shot In LA''.

The dialogue adds up to funny, but the translation left much to be desired.
Overused, but still hilarious, 'Original English Version' editors watched this

scene and re-edited from the original NTT 7.28.54 12:12:37 time code to real
time to create what is now probably the definitive version of 'The Beach'. As the
title suggests, it opens the true story of tourists killed by Japanese soldiers on

the beaches of Bandung during the Indonesian revolution in 1945. The full
version of 'The Beach' was released on video in 2011. This might be the lamest

looking band in the history of heavy metal, yet they're still one of the most
recognizable. Sort of like if Paul McCartney was in Black Sabbath. But don't ask,
I can't answer. The cover for Detroit Metal City is one for the ages. Each image
in the cover represents a part of the city of Detroit. The images that depict the
cityscape are from various shots from movie locations in Detroit. It is a clever

take on a cover to attract movie-goers, and also a statement that you can never
forget the city where you grew up and where many of your most memorable

moments took place. The Detroit metropolitan area was once a major
manufacturing hub, but by the early 21st century, only five cities were larger

than the city of Detroit. Detroit was once the fourth-largest in the United States,
but no longer.
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